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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, H, denotes the finite simple Steinberg triality 
group 3D4(q) of order q12(q6 - 1)‘(q4 - q2 + l), where q = p” and p is 
prime. We define H, = Aut(H,) and we let H be any group with socle H,. 
Thus 
3D4(q) E H, f H d H, r Aut(3D,(q)). (1) 
In Section 2 we describe elements 2, s4, sg E H, and subgroups T,, T4, T,, 
F< H,, and in Section 3 we describe elements g,, g,, d, E H,\H, such that 
the following holds: 
THEOREM. Let H be as in (1) and assume that A4 is a maximal subgroup 
of H not containing H,. Then M, = M n H, is HO-conjugate to one of the 
following groups: 








Cq’l: WAq3MZ,-dW parabolic, d = (2, q - 1) 
Cd’1 : (@,J ~1)~ G(q)) .d parabolic, d = (2, q - 1) 
G,(q) 
PGWq) 2<qEsl (mod3),s= + 
3D4(so) q=q;, tl prime, u#3 
L2(q3) x L,(q) p = 2, Fr L,(q) 
a fundamental subgroup 
(SL2(q3)o=J2(q)).2 p odd, involution 
centralizer 
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Group Structure Remarks 
NHOKJ4)) ((Zy2+y+I)“SL3(4)).f+ .2 f+=(3,q2+q+1) 
Nfh((S‘9)) ((z,~-,+,)~~~,(q))9- - .2 f-=(3,q”-q+l) 
NH& T,) 
NH& T, 1 
NH& T, 1 
Conversely, if L < H, is conjugate to one of these groups, then N,(L) is 
maximal in H. 
Here we are using the following notational conventions. If X and Y are 
groups, then X. Y denotes an extension of X by Y and X0 Y a central 
product of X and Y. We write Z, or simply m for the cyclic group of order 
m, while [m] denotes an arbitrary group of that order. Also, L;(q) denotes 
L,,(q) or U,(q), according to whether E is + or -. 
Remark. It is well known that Out(H,) z Z,, (recall n = log,(q)). Thus 
Hr H,.Z,, where m = IH : HOI. In the event that m > 1, the theorem 
implies that the maximal subgroups of H have shape H, . m, (m/m0 prime), 
or L. m, where L is a subgroup of H, occurring in the theorem. Further, 
any two maximal subgroups of H which are isomorphic are also conjugate 
in H. 
Strategy of the proof Throughout this paper, M denotes a maximal 
subgroup of H not containing H, and M, = A4 n HO. Define The List to be 
the list of groups occurring in the statement of our theorem. Thus our goals 
are to show that M, is Ho-conjugate to a group in The List and that no 
group in The List is contained in any other. The latter goal is rather easy, 
and we make some relevant remarks in Section 4. To achieve the former 
goal, we first observe that Thompson’s theorems on groups admitting a 
fixed-point-free automorphism of prime order implies that M, # 1. The case 
where M, is local is handled in Section 2 using results in [2] and [S]. The 
bulk of our work comes in Section 3 where we treat the case in which M, is 
non-local. For this, we regard H, as the centralizer in G, r PQ,f(q’) of a 
graph-field triality automorphism of order 3. We then consider the 
representation of M, on the natural 8-dimensional projective module V for 
G, over F = GF(q3). By exploiting various facts about the orthogonal 
geometry (I’, G,) and by appealing to several results in [l] and [8], we 
reduce to the case in which M, satisfies the conditions given on p. 469 of 
[ 11. Namely, the socle S of M, is a non-abelian simple group and the 
representation of the preimage of S in GL( I’) is absolutely irreducible and 
is writable over no proper subfield of F. Finally, we invoke the 
classification of finite simple groups to eliminate all possibilities for S. 
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We conclude this section with some elementary yet useful observations 
which appear in Section 1.3 of [S]. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) ZfN<M, and 1 #NqM, then M,=N,,(N). 
(ii) lf M, has a non-trival normal Sylow r-subgroup for some prime r, 
then M, is a Sylow r-normalizer in H,. 
(iii) Zf M, < L < H, and O,(M,) # 1 for some prime r, then O,(L) < 
Or(Md 
2. THE CASE M, LOCAL 
The information in Tables I and II below is taken from [S]. 
Maximal tori. There are just seven classes of maximal tori in H, with 
representatives T,, 0 <i < 6. The structure of T, and NH& Tj)/Tj is presented 
in Table I (see Proposition 2.3 of [S]). 
Semisimple centralizers. Observe that there is an equivalence relation 
on the set of semisimple lements of H,; two semisimple lements x, y E H, 
are equivalent if and only if C,(X) is H,-conjugate to C,(y). We write 
[x] for the equivalence class containing x, and following the notation of 
Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 of [IS], we choose representatives 
sI, . . . . si5 E Ho of the equivalence classes. In Table II we give the structure of 
C,(s,) for each i. 
Recall from the statement of the Theorem that d= (2, q - 1) and 
ff=(3,q2+eq+ 1) for &= _+. 
LEMMA 2.1. If T a M for some maxomal torus T of H,, then M, 
appears in The List. 
Proof: The group T is Ho-conjugate to Ti for some iE (0, . . . . 61, and by 
Lemma 1.1(i) we have M, = NH&T). If i E { 3,4,5 }, then M, appears on 
The List, as desired, so it remains to eliminate the case in which 
TABLE I 
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TABLE II 
Structure of C,(s,) Conditions 
(G(q’b (Z,-,)).d 





((Z,:-,+ I )‘(SU,(q)).f- 













in (0, 1, 2, 6). Suppose first that iE (0, 1 }. Clearly there is a prime divisor s 
of q3 - 1 which does not divide q’- 1. Thus s 2 5 and M, has a normal 
Sylow s-subgroup. But NH&T) does not contain a Sylow s-subgroup of H,, 
contrary to Lemma 1.1 (ii). A similar argument shows that i$ { 2,6}, except 
possibly when i = 6 and q = 2. In this case M, g (9 x 3). D,,, where the D,, 
acts faithfully on the normal 3 x 3. Plainly M, normalizes a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of H,, and this Sylow 3-subgroup has a characteristic subgroup C of 
order 3. Thus C is characteristic in M,, and so M, = N&C) by Lem- 
ma 1.1(i). However, this implies that C,,(C) has order IM,, = 34. 2* or 
f lMol = 34. 2, yet none of the centralizers in Table II have these orders. 
The Lemma now follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that (x) 9 A4 for some x E H, of prime order r, 
with r # p. Then M, appears in The List. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.1(i), M,= NH& (x)) and we also observe that 
C = C,(x) 3 M. Now x E [si] for some iZ 2, and if i E {6,8, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15) then we may appeal to Lemma 2.1. Also if i E { 2,4,9 } then M, 
does indeed appear on The List. So it remains to eliminate the case 
iE {3,5,7, lo}. Suppose first that iE (5, lo}, so that CE((Z,,+,,)O 
SL?(q)) .d, where E = f. If (q, E) = (2, +), then M, g (9 x L,(2)). 2, which 
has a normal Sylow 3-subgroup of order 27, against Lemma l.l(ii). So it 
may be assumed that (q, E) # (2, + ), and thus there is an element y in the 
Z,3+,I of prime order s, where s does not divide ISL,(q)l. Thus C has a 
normal cyclic Sylow s-subgroup. Now C= C,(v) and M, Q N&(v)), 
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and thus IM, : Cl < IAut( (?))I <s, which means M, also has a normal 
Sylow s-subgroup. However, because (q3 + al)’ 1 IHo\, it follows that M, 
does not contain a Sylow s-subgroup of H,, contradicting Lemma l.l(ii) 
again. 
Now assume that iE {3,7}, so that Cz((sL,(q3)~(Z,+,,))~d. It is well 
known that H, has a subgroup K= (Fo B) . d, where FZ SL,(q) is a 
fundamental subgroup and B z SL,(q3). Clearly K contains a copy of C, 
and since C embeds in none of the centralizers C,(s,) for j$ { 1, i} (see 
Table II), we deduce that K contains an Ho-conjugate of C. Hence without 
loss we can assume that C < K. Now K contains a unique subgroup 
SL,(q3), and so Bd C. Therefore B is the last term in the derived series of 
M,, which means M, = N,,,(B) by Lemma 1.1(i). Thus because-B9 K, we 
have Kd M, = NHO((.~)), and so (x) a K. Now r 3 3 (as x$ [s,]), which 
means K has a normal cyclic subgroup of odd prime order. Clearly this 
occurs only when q= 2 and r = 3. In this case, CE L2(8) x 3 and 
K= M, E L,(8) x &(2), and so M, appears on The List, as desired. 1 
We record some further information about the local structure of H,. 
Recall that for any prime r and for any group X, m,(X) is the r-rank of X, 
which is the maximal rank of an abelian r-subgroup of H,. 
LEMMA 2.3. (i) When q is odd, there is a unique class of involutions 
in H,. 
(ii) When q is odd, m,(H,) = 3. 
(iii) When (3, q) = 1, m,(H,) = 2. 
(iv) When (r, q) = 1 for some prime r > 5, the Sylow r-subgroups of 
H,, are abelian and m,(H,) d 2. 
Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) are well known (see [6], for example), 
while (iii) and (iv) follow directly from 10.1 of [7]. 1 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If M, is local, then M, is conjugate to some group in 
The List. 
Proof Let E be a minimal normal, elementary abelian subgroup of M 
which is contained in M,. Assume that E has order r”, where r is prime. 
Thus M, = NH,,(E) by Lemma 1.1(i), and we consider the various 
possibilities for r and a. 
Case p = r. Lemma 1.1(i) ensures that M, = N,,(O,(M,)), whence M, 
is a parabolic subgroup of H, by the Corollary in [2]. The proof of 1.6.1 of 
[8] may be applied here to show that M, is not a Bore1 subgroup of H,, 
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and so M, lies strictly between a Bore1 subgroup and H,. Thus M, is 
conjugate to a group on The List. 
Case p #Y 3 3 and a 2 2. By Lemma 2.3, we have a = 2, and it follows 
from 11.51 of [ 111 that Ed T for some maximal torus T of H,. Thus T is 
conjugate to T, for some i E (0, 3,4, 6). Using the notation in Sect. 2 in 
[S], we may write elements of T as 4-tuples (zl, z2, z3, zq) with z~GF*, 
where F is an algebraic closure of F = GF(q3). Suppose for the moment 
that i = 0. By Proposition 2.3 of [S] we see that 
Let oEF* be a primitive rth root of unity, and consider e = 
(0, o, my, oy’) E E. Theorem 3.2 of [S] ensures that Ed [Is,], and hence 
C,,(e) = T. Therefore C,,(E) = T. Similarly, if in (3, 4, 6}, then 
C,,(E) = T. Thus in all cases, T = C,,(E), and hence T_a M. The result 
now follows from Lemma 2.1, as desired. 
Case p # r and a = 1. This is treated in Lemma 2.2. 
Case p #r =a= 2. An inspection of the structure of the involution 
centralizer (see 14.1.3cr, y of [7] and Proposition 3.3 of [S]) shows that H, 
has just two classes of four groups, with centralizers To .2 and T, .2. Since 
M, normalizes C,(E), it follows that M, is odd-local so we appeal to a 
previous case. 
Case p # r = 2 and a > 3. Since the centralizer of a four-group in H, is a 
p’-group, C,,(E) is also a p’-group. Now for i> 3, mr(CH,,(.ri)) d 2, and 
thus all elements in C,,(E)\1 have order 2. Hence C,(E) = E z 23, by 
Lemma 2.3(ii). Let g, E H, be as in (3) below, so that C,(g,) g G,(q). 
Since C,,( g, ) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of H,, we may assume that 
Ed C,,( g,). Now take XE N,(E), and notice that since Out(H,) is 
abelian, g-; = hg, for some h E H,. Clearly g, and g-; centralize E, and so 
hi C,(E)= E< C,(g,). Therefore [h, g,] = 1, and since lhg,l = lg,l = 3, 
it follows that llzl # 2. Therefore h = 1, and so XE C,( g,). Thus 
M= N,(E) < C,( gl), contrary to the maximality of M. The proof of the 
Proposition is now complete. 1 
3. THE CASE M, NON-LOCAL 
Assume M, is non-local, so that the socle S = soc( M,) is a direct product 
of non-abelian simple groups. Evidently C,,(S) = 1, and as M, = N&S) 
by Lemma 1.1 (i), we have 
C,(S) = 1. (2) 
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We now prove a useful result. Recall H, = Aut(H,) z Ho .Z3n, where 
n = log,(q). 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf C,,(S) # 1, then M, appears on The List. 
Proof Take x E C,,(S) of prime order. Clearly [M, X] d C,,(S) = 1, 
and hence M = C,(x). Thus M, = C,,(X). 
Suppose in this paragraph that 1x1 = 3. In the language of 9.1 of [7], x is 
either a field or a graph automorphism of H,. However, x is not a field 
automorphism as 1 3D,(q1’3)1 does not divide lH,I. Hence .Y is a graph 
automorphism, and according to 9.1.3 of [7], H, has just two conjugacy 
classes of subgroups of order 3 not contained in H,,, with representatives 
(g, ) and (g, ), say. We may write 
C,,(g,) = G,(q) 
and 
Cffo(g2) z PGL;(q) 
if q=sl (mod3) 
Cd . f%(q) if 3 1 q. 
(3) 
Now M, is not [q’] . SL,(q) as M, is non-local. Therefore M, E G,(q) or 
PGL”,(q). It follows from the proof of 9.1.3 of [7] that both G,(q) and 
PGL:(q) extend to groups G,(q) .Z,, and PGL”,(q) .Z,, in H,. Con- 
sequently H, is transitive on each of these two H,-classes of groups of 
order 3, which means (x) is Ho-conjugate to ( g, ) or ( g2). Therefore M, 
is Ho-conjugate to either C,,( g, ) or C,,( gz), and so appears on The List. 
(Note that when M, z PGL;(q), we stipulate 2 <q in our Theorem, for 
PGU,(2) is solvable.) 
Now suppose that 1x1 # 3. It follows from 7.2 of [7] that for each prime 
divisor cc of n, with c1# 3, H, is transitive on groups of order a not 
contained in HO. Letting (4,) be a representative of this H,-orbit, M, 
is Ho-conjugate to C&d,), and by 9.1.1 of [7], C,,,(~,)E 3D,(q,), where 
q = q;. The proof is complete. i 
For the remainder of this section, we regard H, as the centralizer in 
PsZl(q3) of a graph-field triality automorphism of order 3. We set the 
following scene. 
Let V be an 8-dimensional vector space over F = GF(q3) = GF(p3”), and 
let Q: V+ F be a non-degenerate quadratic form of (Witt) defect 0. We 
define G,, 52, 0, and f as in Sect. 2 of [S]. Thus 0 is the orthogonal group 
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and 52 = 0’, a perfect group. Further r is the set of all g E r(V) such that 
Q(uR) = 42(u)“, where A E F* and QE Aut(F) are independent of U. Here 
ZJ V) is the set of all non-singular F-semilinear transformations of V. For 
XE {Q, 0, r}, we write PX for the corresponding projective group, and we 
let G, be the simple group Pi2 tz Pi2: (q3). 
We now describe the structure of the A = Aut(G,) (more details can be 
found in Sect. 1.4 of [S]). First define D as the group of inner and diagonal 
automorphisms of G,, so that 
DZ Go 
if q is even 
G,.22 if q is odd. 
Second, by Sect. 12.2 of [3] we can choose graph automorphisms of G, 
which extend D to a group 0 = D S, satisfying 
{ 
Go. S3 0% G 
if q is even 
s 
0’ 4 if q is odd. 
Third, there exists a group @ of field automorphisms of Go with 
@ g Aut( F) g Z,, . We have A = O@ and it is not difficult to show (see 
Sect. 1.4 of [S], for example), that @ is central modulo Go. Thus defining 
G, = Go@, we have 
A~G,=@/G,xG,/G,~ s3 x z3, 
if q is even 
s xz 
4 3n if q is odd. 
(4) 
Moreover, we can choose a graph automorphism 0 E 0 of order 3 such that 
[e, @] = 1. And by Sect. 13.4 of [S] there is a field automorphism 4 E @ of 
order 3 such that r= 04 is a graph-field triality automorphism with 
C,,(r) g 3D4(q). Hence we may write 
Ho = CC”(~ ),
Since [@, 21 = 1, it follows that @ normalizes Ho, and we claim that 
C,@(~O) = 1. (5) 
For suppose that x E C,,(H,) has prime order r. Then by 7.2 and 9.1.1.d 
of [7], Ho Q OP’( C,,(x)) E PQ,+ (q3”), which is impossible by Lagrange’s 
Theorem. Therefore (5) holds, and so Ho@ embeds in H, = Aut(H,). Since 
IHo@ = IHII, it may be assumed that 
Thus 
H, = Ho@. 
C,,(t)=C,,(z)@=H,. (6) 
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In view of (4) there is a homomorphism rr from A to Z: with kernel G,, 
where C is S, or S4 according to whether q is even or odd. We take rc to be 
the homomorphism described explicitly in Sect. 1.4 of [8]. Obviously 
rc(C,(S)) contains the 3-cycle X(Z) = rc(e), and this next result treats a case 
in which rc(C,(S)) contains more than just this 3-cycle. 
LEMMA 3.2. If x( C,(S)) contains a 2-cycle, then M, appears on The 
List. 
Proof. Take J E C,(S) with rr( y) a 2-cycle. If rc( ~1) does not normalize 
(X(Z)), then (rr(~),rr(r))=Z~S~. Thus we may replace y by another 
suitable element of C,(S) in order to assume that n(y) does indeed nor- 
malize (n(r)). Therefore y inverts r modulo G,. However, r = 04 with 
0 E 0 and Q E @ < G,, and as G, is central modulo G,, it follows from (4) 
that y inverts 1!9 modulo G,. Hence 
[y,~]z-[y,8]tl#=q5 (modG,). 
So defining K = G,(4) E G, .3, we see that [ y, r] t E C,(S)\G,, and so 
3 1 IC,(s)l. Ob serve that r normalizes K (since [r, 41 = 1). Thus r 
normalizes C,(S), and so r normalizes a Sylow 3-subgroup of C,(S). 
Hence r centralizes an element x of order 3 in C,(S). Therefore 
x E C,(r) d C,,(r) = H, (see (6)), and so x E C,,(S). The result now follows 
from Lemma 3.1. 1 
Since the multiplier of H, is trivial, the preimage of H, in 52 (with q odd) 
is a group ( - 1) x fi,, where fi,, E H,. Therefore the preimage of S in R is 
a group ( - 1) x 3 with 3 z S. As a convenience we put s= S when q is 
even, so that we may talk about 3 for all q. In the rest of this section, we 
study the action of 3 on V in detail. 
Recall the definition of r( I’), r and Pf given after Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. If 3 is absolutely irreducible on V and the representation of 
3 is writable over a proper subfield of F, then M, appears on The List. 
Proof. There exists an element II/ E r( V)\GL( V) such that [II/, s] = 1, 
and we may choose $ to have prime order modulo GL( V). Since 3 is 
absolutely irreducible, ($ ) n GL( V) d C,,( V,( 3) = Z(GL( V)), and so II/ 
has prime order modulo Z(GL( V)). Further 1.7.1.i of [8] ensures that 
$ E I-. Hence if I,& is the image of $ in PT, then I+? EC,,(S) and /$I is prime. 
Since 1 PI- : G, 1 divides 8, n( 4 ) has order 1 or 2. If rr( II/ ) is a 2-cycle then we 
may appeal to Lemma 3.2. So we are left with the cases in which either 
$4) = 1 or n(4) lies in the normal four-group of C. In either case, $ ED@ 
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(see (lh) in [S]) and as @ is central modulo G,, we have [A, O@] = D. 
Consequently 
CT, $1 E cc/Aw> C,,(Wl d C,(fo (7) 
However, C,,(S) = 1 by 1.2.3 of [S], and so (7) implies that [I+&, r] = 1. In 
particular, [rr($), n(z)] = 1, and hence rr($) cannot be a non-trivial 
element in the normal four-group in C when q is odd. Therefore ~(6) = 1, 
which is to say 1(/ E G,. Hence 1 # $ E C,,(r) = Hi, and the result holds in 
view of Lemma 3.1. 1 
Recall that a subspace W is totally singular if Q(w) = 0 for all u’ E W. 
When the restriction of Q to W is a non-degenerate quadratic form on W, 
then W is non-degenerate. If W is non-degenerate and dim(W) = m is even, 
then Q induces an Ok-geometry on W, where E = +. In this case we call W 
an Em-space. A vector v E V is non-singular if Q(v) # 0. Also if x E 0, then 
we write .\: for the image of x in PO = O/Z(O). 
LEMMA 3.4. If S fixes a non-singular 1 -space or a non-degenerate 2-space 
or a nondegenerate 3-space in V, then M, appears on The List. 
Proof: If S fixes the non-singular 1 -space (v ) (u E V), then S centralizes 
the reflection ?, E PO. (Here rc is the reflection in v.) But rr(f,.) is a 2-cycle 
(see assertion (li) in [S] ), so the result follows from Lemma 3.2. Now sup- 
pose that S fixes the non-degenerate 2-space W. Since O’j(q3) is solvable 
while ?? is perfect, 3 < C,(W). But W contains a non-singular vector, and 
we reduce to the previous case. Finally, if W is an S-invariant non- 
degenerate 3-space, then 3 centralizes the involution z which acts as - 1 on 
W and + 1 on WI. However, 5 E PO\PSO, which means TC(Z) is a 2-cycle, 
and we appeal to Lemma 3.2 again. 1 
Hereafter we can assume that 
S does not fix a non-singular 1 -space, 
a non-degenerate 2-space, or a non-degenerate 3-space. (8) 
In the next three lemmas, we consider the case where S fixes a totally 
singular subspace of V. Our arguments depend on some facts relating the 
totally singular subspaces of V to the parabolic subgroups of G,. We 
digress briefly to discuss these facts. For a more detailed discussion see 
Sect. 1.6 in [S]. 
Label the four nodes of the Dynkin diagram of Go as 1, 2, 3, 4 with 2 the 
central node, and let Pi,i, ,,, be the parabolic subgroup of Go corresponding 
to the set of nodes {i, j, . ..}. Any triality automorphism cyclically permutes 
the nodes 1, 3, 4, and so the only maximal parabolics which are normalized 
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by a triality automorphism are Go-conjugate to P,, 3,4. These are the 
stabilizers in G, of totally singular 2-spaces (or totally singular lines). 
Relabelling the nodes if necessary, we can assume that the maximal 
parabolic P,, *, 4 is the stabilizer of a totally singular l-space (totally 
singular point), while P,, 3, 4 and PZ, 3, 4 stabilize totally singular 4-spaces 
(totally singular solids). Thus G, has just two orbits x4, Y; on totally 
singular solids, and two such solids lie in the same orbit if and only if their 
intersection has even dimension. Therefore each totally singular 3-space 
(totally singular plane) lies in exactly two totally singular solids (one from 
each y;‘), and so the stabilizer in G, of a totally singular plane also 
stabilizes the two totally singular solids which contain it. The action of A 
on the maximal parabolic subgroups of G, induces an action on the set of 
totally singular points, lines and solids. Namely, if U is a totally singular 
point, line or solid, and .y E A, then U” is defined by NGo( U’) = (NGo( U))-X. 
Thus if U is a totally singular line, then so is U”. This action preserves the 
following incidence relation: two totally singular subspaces are incident if 
and only if one contains the other or if they are a pair of totally singular 
solids which intersect in a plane. Thus, for example, if U is a totally 
singular point, then U’ and UT2 are totally solids in Sg and Y;, respectively, 
and dim( u’ n U”) is 3 or 1 according to whether U is or is not contained 
in U’. 
LEMMA 3.5. The group M x (7) does not normalize a proper parabolic 
subgroup of G,. 
Proof: Otherwise M x (r ) normalizes a parabolic P which is either a 
Bore1 subgroup or else is G,-conjugate to P, or P,, 3, 4. The maximality of 
M yields M = NH(P), giving M, = N,,(P) = P n H, = C,(r). So clearly P is 
not one of the Bore1 subgroups, for these are solvable while S is not. Hence 
if R is the solvable radical of P (that is, the largest normal solvable sub- 
group of P), then 
1 
2 433(43 - 1 I3 if PEPI 
14 = 
$12?(Y3- 1) if PZ Pl,3.4. 
(The structure of P2 and P,, 3, 4 is given in [8].) In particular, IRI ~0 or 
2 (mod 3), which means t cannot act fixed-point-freely on R. Thus 
1 # C,(r) 4 MO, contrary to the fact that M, is non-local. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. The group S does not fix a totally singular point, plane, or 
solid. 
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Prooj Since the stabilizer of a totally singular plane is contained in the 
stabilizer of a totally singular solid, and since z permutes the totally 
singular solids and the totally singular points as described above, it suftices 
to prove that S does not fix a totally singular point. Thus we suppose for a 
contradiction that S < NGo( v)) for some totally singular vector v # 0. We 
argue that 
M fixes a totally singular point. (9) 
Clearly S fixes (v”’ ) for all m E A4, and if (v, II”‘) # 0, then S fixes the non- 
degenerate 2-space (u, urn ), contrary to (8). Consequently W= (u )” is 
totally singular. Also 3 acts as a group of diagonal matrices on W, and so 
as 3 is perfect, we have 
s Q C,(W). (10) 
Since the representation of 3 on W is dual to its representation on V/WI, 
we also have 
S<C,(V/WL). (11) 
Clearly (10) and (11) imply that W# W’, which means dim(W) -c 4. ‘,f 
dim(W) = 3, then W’/W inherits on O:-geometry from Q, and thus S 
embeds in the dihedral group O:(q3), a contradiction. This leaves the case 
in which dim( W) < 2, and if dim(W) = 1 then obviously (9) holds. We may 
assume therefore that dim(W) = 2. Thus W is not r-invariant by 
Lemma 3.5, and so U = w # W. If either Wn U or Wn 17’ has dimen- 
sion 1 then (9) holds, and if Wd U’, then M fixes the totally singular solid 
W@ U. But then ( W@ U)’ or ( W@ U)” is an M-invariant totally singular 
point and again (9) holds. So we are left with the case W n U = 
Wn U’ =O, and this means that W@ U is a +Cspace. But then by (10) 
and (11) we have 3 6 C,( W@ U), against (8). Thus we have established 
(9). 
There is no harm in redefining (u ) as the point provided by (9). Clearly 
Mx (7) normalizes K=N,((v), V,, V,), where Vi= (v)“EL-$ for 
i = 1,2. Also observe that S < K. Suppose for the moment that v E V, . Then 
as 7 preserves incidence, dim( V, n V2) = 3 and v E V2. Hence by Sect. 1.6 of 
[8], K is a parabolic of G, (corresponding to the central node of the 
Dynkin diagram), and we have contradicted Lemma 3.5. This leaves the 
case v $ V, . But then the proof of 4.1.4 (Step 1) of [8] shows that K 
stabilizes a flag, forcing S to be contained in a Bore1 subgroup. However, 
this is impossible, as the Bore1 subgroups are solvable. This final contradic- 
tion finishes the proof. 1 
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LEMMA 3.1. If 3 fixes a unique pair of orthogonal +C,spaces then M, 
occurs in The List. 
Proof: Write S 6 L = NGO( W, WI }, where W and WI are +4-spaces. If 
I E M x (t ), then obviously S 6 L”. However, by 15.1.7 of [ 11, L” is the 
normalizer in G, of another pair of orthogonal +4-spaces, so our 
assumption about uniqueness ensures L” = L. Thus M x (r ) < NA( L), and 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, the maximality of M yields M, = C,(r). If q 
is odd, then A4 x (z) centralizes the involution : E Z(L), which means 
= E Z(M,), against (2). Therefore q is even and L = N. 22, where N is a 
direct product of four components L2(q3), permuted regularly by L/N. Sup- 
pose for the moment that r normalizes each component. Then 7 centralizes 
an element of order 3 in each component, which means m3(C,(7)) 2 4, 
against Lemma 2.3(iii). Therefore 7 cyclically permutes three of these com- 
ponents, and so M, contains a subgroup Lz(q3). If 7 induces an inner 
automorphism on the fourth component, then M, contains Z,Z*, x L2(q3), 
contrary to Table II. Therefore 7 induces an outer automorphism on the 
fourth component. Hence by 9.1.1 of [7], the centralizer of 7 in this fourth 
component is a group L,(q), and so L2(q3) x L,(q)2 CN(7)gMo. Since 
L( t)/N g A,, it follows that C,(7) = C,(r). Thus to complete the proof it 
suffices to show that H, contains a unique class of groups L,(q) x L2(q3). 
Suppose therefore that J, Kb H, and that Jz Kg L2(q3) x L,(q). By 
Table II, H, contains a unique class of groups L2(q3) x Z,, 1, so we can 
assume that L2(q3) x Z,, , Q Jn K. Hence J and K contain the same group 
L2(q3). Now take a subgroup Z,~L , in this L2(q3), and note that this Z,,L , 
is centralized by an L,(q) in each of J and K. Clearly elements in the Z,,L r 
lie in [s,], and hence they are centralized by a unique L,(q). Therefore J 
and K contain the same Zy, , x L*(q), and it follows that J= K, as 
desired. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. If S fixes a totally singular line, then M, appears in The 
List. 
Pro05 Suppose that S fixes the totally singular line W. By Lemma 3.5, 
W is not M x (7 )-invariant, and so S fixes a totally singular line 
U= W” # W for some x E Mx (7). Lemma 3.6 ensures that Wn U = 
W n U’ = 0, and so W@ U is a +Cspace. Hence S acts on the +Cspace 
Y= (We U)‘, and by (8) and Lemma 3.6, S does not fix a l-space or a 
non-degenerate 2-space in Y. Also, if S fixes a totally singular line Y1 in Y, 
then S fixes the solid W@ Y,, contrary to Lemma 3.6. Therefore S acts 
irreducibly on Y, and so Y is the unique 4-space on which S acts 
irreducibly. Thus S fixes a unique pair of orthogonal +Cspaces, and we 
can appeal to Lemma 3.7. i 
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Hereafter we can assume that 
S does not fix a totally singular line. 
As a convenience in the proof of this next result, we write 
S(U) = S/C,(U), 
(12) 
where U is any S-invariant subspace of V, so that s(U) embeds in GL( U). 
LEMMA 3.9. I” S fixes a non-degenerate &pace, then A4, appears in The 
List. 
Proof Write S6 L = NJ U, W}, where U and W form a pair of 
orthogonal sCspaces (E = -t). Assertions (8), (12), and Lemma 3.6 ensure 
that 3 is irreducible on U and W. We claim that 
!? is absolutely irreducible on U and W. (13) 
If 3 fails to be absolutely irreducible on U, then by 7.6 of [ 11, s(U) 
embeds in a group O”,(q6) or GU2(q3). In the first case s(U) is solvable, 
which means s(U) = 1, a contradiction. So assume that s(U) embeds in 
GU,(q3). Since s(U) # 1, and because no non-abelian simple group has a 
faithful representation of degree 2 in odd characteristic, we conclude that q 
is even. Furthermore, s(U) actually embeds in U,(q3) r Lz(q3), and the 
only non-solvable subgroups of L2(q3) are groups L*(q,,), where GF(qO) is a 
subfield of F. It follows that F is a splitting field for s(U), and this con- 
tradicts the fact that s(U) is irreducible yet not absolutely irreducible. Thus 
3 is absolutely irreducible on U and similarly on W, proving (13). 
We now argue that 
U & W as S-modules. (14) 
Assume for a contradiction that Ur W as %modules. Thus there exists 
bases (u,, . . . . uq) and (M?,, . . . . ~a~) of U and W, respectively, such that 
elements in 3 have the form (6 ,“) (g E GL4(q3)) with respect to the basis 
(U 1, . . . . u4, WI 3 . . . . ail) of V. As in the proof of 4.1.7 (Step 5) in [8], we write 
h 0 g for the matrix 
where gc GL,(q3) and h= (r %)E GL,(q3). With this convention, 
C,,,,.,(s) = GL,(q3)@ 1. Moreover, by (13) and the proof of 1.7.1.i of [8], 
there exists AEF* such that 
Q( ici) = AQ( ui) for all i. (15) 
If -2-I = pu2 for some p E F, then S fixes the totally singular solid 
( ui + ~~oi: i < 4), against Lemma 3.6. Therefore -I is a non-square, and 
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so q is odd. Let B be the matrix of the bilinear form ( , ) on U with respect 
to (u,, . ..) K,). By (15), the matrix of ( , ) on V with respect to 
(U I, ..., u4, U’] 9 . . . . w4) is b@B, where b= (A Y)E GL,(q3). Thus C,(s) = 
jh@l~GL,(q~)@l:h’bh=b} (h ere t denotes transpose). Since -2 is a 
non-square, 1.2.1 of [S] implies that b is the matrix of a non-degenerate 
symmetric bilinear form giving rise to an O;-geometry on a 2-space, and 
hence C,( 3) z 0; (q3) z Dzcy3 + ,) . Thus Q has a subgroup K = 0; (q3) @ 3, 
and since Q;(q3)zZZy,+, is irreducible in GL2(q3), K is irreducible on V. 
However, Q; (q3) = Z(K), hence 7.6 and 7.7 of [l] imply that K is 
contained in an irreducible but not absolutely irreducible copy of GU,(q) 
in 0. Thus by 151.5 of [ 11, S is contained in the stabilizer of -2-space, 
contradicting (8). Thus we have established (14). 
It now follows that U and W are the only 4-spaces fixed by S. Suppose 
for the moment that U and W are -4-spaces. Then by 15.1.8 of [ 11, 
Homs( V) contains a quadratic field extension E of F and 
Z + 1 g-E* d C,,, v) (3). On the other hand, (13) and (14) imply that 
C GL,k.I(S) fixes U and W and induces scalars on these spaces; thus 
C GL( ,,,(s) z Z,X ~. , x Zy3 ~ , . This contradiction forces U and W to be + 4- 
spaces, and the result now follows from Lemma 3.7. 1 
Assertions (8) and (12) and Lemmas 3.6 and 3.9 allow us to assume that 
3 is irreducible on V. Consequently 7.6, 7.7, 15.1.5, and 15.1.8 of [ I] imply 
that 
3 is absolutely irreducible on V. (16) 
Hence by Lemma 3.2 we can assume that 
the representation of !? in GL( V) 
is defined over no proper subfield of F. (17) 
LEMMA 3.10. The group S is simple. 
Proof Otherwise, Lemma 2.3(ii) implies that q is even and we write 
s=s,x ... XSk, with Sj non-abelian and simple for each i and k 2 2. 
Since C GL( cJS,) is not cyclic, S1 is reducible on V. By Clifford’s Theorem, 
there are 1, 2, or 4 homogeneous components of S, on V, permuted trans- 
itively by the perfect group S/S,. Hence there is just one such component; 
that is, S, acts homogeneously on V. Since S is absolutely irreducible on V, 
it follows that S, is absolutely irreducible on the S,-submodules of V (see 
5.7 of [ 11, for example) and so S, satisfies the hypotheses of 10.3 of [l]. 
Thus S stabilizes a tensor product as described in the conclusion of 10.3 of 
[I]. But then by the proof of 15.1.12 of [I], S is contained in a group 
K = Sy6(q3) acting irreducibly on V in its spin representation. But either P 
or r fixes a non-singular l-space (see 15.1.3 of Cl]), contrary to (16). 1 
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We are now in a position to invoke the classification of finite simple 
groups. Namely, we seek to find all finite non-abelian simple subgroups S 
of H, such that 3 satisfies ( 16) and ( 17). 
S of Lie Type in Characteristic p 
Let q, be an arbitrary power of p and put F, = GF(q,). It is well known 
that none of the exceptional groups of type ‘B,, G,, ‘G,, F4, 2F4, E,, ‘E,, 
E,, or E, have g-dimensional absolutely irreducible p-modular represen- 
tations (see Theorem 2.10 of [9], for example). Moreover, 13D,(q,)/ divides 
IH,J only when q =q; for some ~1, and as GF(qi) is a splitting field for 
3D,(q,), any proper subgroup 3D,(q,) of H, cannot satisfy (17). Therefore 
we are left with the case in which S is classical. 
First consider the case Sz L2(ql). According to the proof of 2.3.6 of [S], 
q, E {q3, q9}. Obviously L2(q9) & H,, hence q, = q3 and either (a) or (b) 
holds in the proof of 2.3.6 of [S], with q replaced by q3. If (b) holds, then 3 
is contained in a tensor product group Sp2(q3)@ Sp4(q3). But then by 
15.1.6 of [ 11, S fixes a non-degenerate 3-space, a contradiction. If (a) 
holds, then the proof of 15.1.14 of [ 1) shows that S is contained in an 
irreducible Sp,(q3) and we reach the same contradiction as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.10. Therefore S 2 L2(q,). 
Next, if SILL, (m33), Z’Sp,,(q,) (m32), Q,,+,(q,) (~23)~ or 
PQ,+,(q,) (m > 4), then F, is a splitting field for S and hence (17) implies 
that F<F,. But then ISI does not divide lHOl. Similarly, if SE U,(q,) 
(m>, 3) or PQ,(q,) (m >,4), then GF(qf) is a splitting field and 
F < GF(q:). Once again Lagrange’s Theorem eliminates this case. 
S Alternating, Sporadic, or of Lie Type in Characteristic Prime to p 
We remarked at the end of Sect. 2.3 of [8] that none of the sporadic 
simple groups have an g-dimensional irreducible p-modular representation. 
Thus we are left with the case where S is isomorphic to one of the groups 
appearing in (21) of [S]. If S is isomorphic to L,(4), L,(2), U,(2), Sp,(2), 
or Q,+(2), then p is odd because of our assumption on the characteristic. 
However, these groups all have 2-rank at least 4, contrary to Lem- 
ma 2.3(ii). Similarly S & U,(3), for m3( U,(3)) 2 3. If S is any of the 
remaining groups in (21), then it follows from the ordinary and modular 
character table of S (see [4] and [lo], for instance) that any absolutely 
g-dimensional p-modular representation of S is writable over GF(p2). 
Hence S cannot satisfy (17) and we have now eliminated all possibilities 
for S. 
The results in Section 3 imply 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Zf M, is non-local then M, appears on The List. 
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4. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF 
Propositions 2.4 and 3.11 guarantee that M, is conjugate to a group on 
The List. Thus putting H = H,, we see that every maximal subgroup of H, 
appears on The List. Nothing more than elementary arguments is required 
to show that no group on The List is contained in any other; thus every 
group on The List is indeed maximal in H,. As an example, we show that 
M, = NH& T4) is maximal in H, for all q. Assume first that q # 2. By [ 121, 
there is a prime divisor r of q3 + 1 = p3” + 1 such that r does not divide 
f-1 for l< , m 6 6n - 1, and M, is a Sylow r-normalizer in H,. Clearly 
no other group on The List contains a Sylow r-subgroup of H,, save 
NH& (sg )). However, a Sylow r-normalizer of NH& (sg )) has -order 
(q2-q+ 1)2 .6, and so M, 4 NH& (sg)). When q =2, however, 
M, z 32. SL,(3) has order 2333 which divides the order of C,,( gI) g G,(2), 
N,,(F) 2 L,(2) x L,(8) and NH& (sg)) z XI’,(~). [6]. We show that M, is 
contained on none of these groups, as follows. First suppose that 
MO d C,,( g,). As M, has no subgroup of index 2, we have 
M,d C&g,)‘2 U,(3). But then M, is the 3-local 3’+2 : 8 in U,(3), which 
is impossible since M, has no elements of order 8. Second observe that 
M, $ N,,(F), for the Sylow 3-subgroup of M, is non-abelian while that of 
N,(F) is abelian. Third suppose that M, d NH& ( sg ) ). Clearly M, has no 
normal subgroup of order 3, and so sg 4 M,. But then (sg ) x O,(M,) is 
elementary abelian of order 27, contrary to Lemma 2.3(iii). Thus NH& T4) is 
indeed maximal for all q, and it is left to the reader to show that the 
remaining groups on The List are maximal as well. The last assertion in the 
Theorem now follows. For suppose that L is a group on The List and that 
N,(L) < K< H, with K maximal in H. Since any two isomorphic maximal 
subgroups of H, are conjugate in H,, a Frattini argument yields 
H = H,N,(L). Therefore H, & K, and so K= NH( K n H,). However, 
L < K n H, < H,,, and the maximality of L ensures that L = K n H,, which 
means NJ L) = K, as desired. The proof of the Theorem is now complete. 
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